
Letters to the Editor

Figure 2 differ slightly from the numbers in Figure 1. 
Actually this diagram (Figure 2) tries to prove that the 
travelling observers experience only 16 years of elapsed 
‘time’ during the time that the stationary observer expe
riences 20 years. However, the reasoning is seriously 
flawed.

The Fallacy
We ask the question: Where did the numbers come 

from which indicate ‘time’ for the travelling observers? 
The numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 have been listed 
along the travellers’ time-path, but how were they ob
tained?

At the start of the discussion the author says,
‘Let us assume v = 0.6c, hence

With no further explanation he arbitrarily places the 
numbers he wants along the time path. On the next page 
he comes to the conclusion, ‘The dissymetry between the 
one at rest and the two others travelling in opposite 
directions is now obvious.’

The conclusion obtained comes about because the 
author has sneaked something into the diagram, accord
ing to his preconceived ideas, which produces the result 
he is wanting. There is no justification for the times 
written along the path of the travelling observers. They 
are certainly not proved from the diagram.

There is however, an even more serious problem with 
this diagram. If Einsteinian relativity is correct, what do 
the axes mean? Surely they are completely meaningless. 
Having rejected absolute space and time, followers of 
Einstein have no right to draw straight line axes, that are 
supposed to represent something. It is only in a Newtonian 
system that we can draw a rectangular grid of absolute 
time against absolute distance, as we did in Figure 1.

Doppler and Lorentz Effects
My perception, and Mr Harris’ perception, is that the 

effects should be reversible with direction of travel. 
However, this is contrary to Einstein. Einstein actually 
used light transmissions in both directions to get rid of the 
sign.

In this section of Brillouin’s book we see that he 
approves of what Einstein has done in eliminating the 
direction of travel.

‘The condition that every part of the circuit of light 
beams must be travelled in both directions if we want 
to eliminate the details of the Doppler effect and keep 
only the Lorentz transformation.’

Summary
What we are saying here is:—

(1) That time dilation effects do depend on the direction 
of travel, and are observer-apparent only.

(2) That to prove that time dilation is a real observable 

phenomenon, we have to accept absolute Newtonian 
space and time.

David Malcolm,
Newcastle,
NSW, AUSTRALIA.
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Dear Editor,

I refer to previous articles on relativity1 and the speed 
of light.2

It is appalling that the media gives Einstein the credit 
for the equation E=mc2 (energy = mass x speed of light2), 
when this equation was originally proposed by Poincare, 
Hasenörhl and others before Einstein.

It seems that there is general agreement on this 
equation. However, if light travelled at an infinite speed 
(c), some thousands of years ago and then subsided very 
quickly, does that carry the inference that mass (m) was 
infinitely small and increased very rapidly?

If the light then decreased gradually to its present 
level, does that infer that mass (m) slowly increased at the 
same time?

How does that tie in with the Bible statement that in 
the beginning God created the heaven and the earth?3

Of course the assumption is that energy (E) has been 
constant from the beginning.

John Woodford,
Brisbane,
Qld, AUSTRALIA.
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CREATION’S ORIGINAL DIET

Dear Editor,

In his interesting review of diet Stambaugh1 has 
concentrated on teeth as the main evidence for a carnivo
rous diet, and argued that because such teeth are some
times used for tearing tough vegetation their existence is 
no argument for obligatory carnivorism. Well and good,
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so far as it goes. But his argument does not go far enough. 
Consider man: he is an obligatory carnivore, not on the 
grounds of his teeth, but biochemically. If he does not 
occasionally eat meat or animal produce (for example, 
milk, cheese, etc.) then he usually suffers from B12 
deficiency anaemia. There is no other dietary source for 
man, or woman. While I consider that Stambaugh’s 
reading of Scripture is correct, I would like to understand 
why the Lord so changed man, woman and female mosqui
toes, which use blood as a source of needed nitrogen for egg 
production, as Stambaugh notes. Only if all mosquitoes 
developed from the nectar suckers can we argue that such 
blood sucking is degenerate and a result of the Fall. Is there 
enough nitrogen in nectar, which is mainly sugar, for the 
non-blood sucker mosquitoes to develop their eggs, or do 
they use a different mechanism? And if so, why?

A consequence of vegetarianism for all is to profoundly 
alter population dynamics, since such things as predation 
disappear. Could the appearance of predation be enough to 
explain certain extinctions? It may be possible to quantify 
some of this and therefore explore the way the Fall has 
affected zoology. Chaotic population dynamics, a fairly 
new field,2,3 may help in this.

Is the basic mechanism of the Fall summarized by the 
well-known Irishman, Murphy — ‘What can go wrong, 
will!’?
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This may be useful too — I have not yet seen it but it was recommended 
to me as a useful book for my own medical area.

Alex G. Stewart,
Khapalu, via Rawalpindi,
PAKISTAN.

The Author Replies ...

I want to thank Dr Stewart for his comments on my 
article. He has rightly observed that what I am suggesting 
in my biblical model is a different way of looking at the 
world. In many ways the questions are difficult to deal with 
because either no one has done it before, or we may not have 
the data available to us.

Dr Stewart points out that a problem with this model 
may be potential vitamin B12 deficiency. It is true that we 
humans may live very well on animal products such as milk, 
cheese, etc. As a case in point, many Seventh Day Advent
ists are vegetarians but substitute these animal products in 
place of meat, and they do not suffer from a B12 deficiency. 

He raises a good question in terms of the mosquito and

the need for nitrogen to produce eggs. It very well may be 
that today, the only source for egg production may be blood. 
This may have taken place at the time of the curse, or 
through the process of adaptation to the cursed world. The 
point that I am trying to make is that we as creationists need 
to place the Fall and curse of Genesis 3 into our model and 
ask such questions. The issue of the mosquito would be a 
worthy study.

Dr Stewart raises another good point as he suggests the 
correlation between predation and extinction. I do not know 
of anyone who has examined the fossil record, or today’s 
world with this question in mind. I would suspect that we 
should be able to find some correlation. Yet, most of the 
extinctions that currently take place are because of man’s 
abuse of God’s creation.

I would like to work with any creationist interested in 
exploring these questions.

James Stambaugh,
Santee,
California, USA.

EARLY HISTORY OF MAN

Dear Editor,

I have read with interest the accounts of dinosaur-like 
creatures in Bill Cooper’s ‘Early History of Man — Part
4’.1

In particular, I noted one reading of the name Grendel 
as a species name. One possible meaning is from Old Norse 
grenja, ‘bellow ’, according to Cooper. My Oxford English 
Dictionary supports this meaning, under the heading ‘grin’, 
which has a common root with ‘grunt’ and ‘groan’. (It 
seems that the origin of ‘grin’ is, surprisingly, related to 
gnashing one’s teeth rather than to laughter.)

In my Hebrew studies I came across a similar meaning 
in connection with Hebrew t-n-n, supposed root of thannin 
and related words which may refer to dinosaurs. This 
Hebrew root is said to have a basic meaning ‘howl’, which 
is probably why it has been applied, rightly or wrongly, to 
jackals as well as dinosaurs.

In this connection it should be noted that popular 
biological nomenclatures are notoriously subject to confu
sion and straddle two or more phyla. Thus English ‘elk’ is 
not only applied to deer but to an epiphyte. Even better 
known are terms like ‘horse’-fly, ‘dragon’-fly, etc., where 
the connection seems quite arbitrary.

My main point, however, is that the characteristic of 
howling, groaning or bellowing appears to apply to some 
dinosaurs of the past, if we are to make an association 
between old Norse grenja and Hebrew t-n-n, both applied 
to large dinosaur-like creatures. The fact that the languages
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